MOTION REGARDING EXEMPTION FOR BASiC FROM THE STANDING RULES PROXY LIMIT 2019-02-07

Submitted for: February 7, 2019

WHEREAS, section 2.4.3 of the Standing Rules for the 2018-2019 Legislative Council stipulate that, “Each Councillor may only send a proxy a maximum of two (2) times in the given academic year”;

WHEREAS, Imogen Hobbs, Legislative Councillor representing the Interfaculty of Arts and Science, has an academic conflict for all meetings of the Legislative Council for the Winter 2019 academic term;

WHEREAS, the Councillor has been proactive in ensuring that a proxy from the Bachelor of Arts and Science Integrative Council (BASiC) will always be able to attend meetings of the Legislative Council in her place;

WHEREAS, it is the unanimous recommendation of the Accountability Committee from its meeting on January 20, 2019 that Imogen Hobbs be granted an exemption from section 2.4.3 of the Standing Rules for the 2018-2019 Legislative Council due to this academic conflict and that the BASiC be permitted to send a proxy more than twice;

BE IT RESOLVED, THAT the Legislative Council of the Society accept the recommendation of the Accountability Committee and exempt Imogen Hobbs from section 2.4.3 of the Standing Rules for the 2018-2019 Legislative Council by nature of her academic conflict and permit the BASiC to send more than two proxies for the Winter 2019 academic term as set out in Appendix A.

Moved By:
Tre Mansdoerfer, President
Bryan Buraga, Senate Caucus Representative
Ana Paula Sanchez, Arts Representative
Jun Wang, Vice-President Finance
Imogen Hobbs, Arts and Science Representative
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APPROVED
Appendix A

Proxy Attendance Schedule

February 7th, 2019 – McConnell Engineering 603: Duncan Wang (VP Academic)
February 21st, 2019 – McConnell Engineering 603: Gaurav Karna (VP External)
February 28th, 2019 – McConnell Engineering 603: Alex Millar (VP Communications)
March 14th, 2019 – McConnell Engineering 603: R’ay Fodor (VP First Year Affairs)
March 28th, 2019 – McConnell Engineering 603: Julia Kafato (President)